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About This Game

Vitrum is a 3D, first person, puzzle/platform game. The main character is an android designed to convert energy from crystals
into powers. The android can absorb energy in each of his hands, allowing him to combine different powers. One of the coolest

powers is the ability to invert the gravity, because it’s 3d and because the player can freely choose when and where to use it!
Vitrum takes place in a desert laboratory full of different colored crystals. Some crystals grant powers, others are harmful to the

android.

The player will have to figure out how to use the crystals, solve the puzzles and finish each stage in Vitrum. Features:

- Stage editor
- More than 45 stages.

- Collect crystal shards to unlock Insane stages.
- Each crystal color represents a power, explore each color and discover every power the android can execute.

- Combine powers to solve more difficult puzzles.
- Explore 3D gravity inversion, materialization of crystal platforms, super high jumps and other powers.
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Would I recommend this game? Not as it is. I'll try to break it down:

THE PROS:
+It has beautiful graphics. Probably one of this game's biggest strengths. Everything about this game is visually appealing.
+It's easy to learn how to play this game.
+It's relatively stable gameplay-wise. I have seen a few minor hiccups, but overall it's mostly bug-free.

THE CONS:
-From the start this game is stacked against you to a ridiculous level. You start out as the weakest unit and have to work your
way up by attacking stronger units and taking control of them, thus gaining their strength. The biggest problem in this is that
once you attack a unit, all other units in the area will attack you. In order to be able to perform a succesful attack, you have to
wait until a unit is isolated before attacking. In addition units can call out for help, which they usually do when they see you
attacking them (and they usually do, since they start staring at you if you get close to them). To top it all off, the three
"specialized" units (the rook, knight, and bishop) add an extra level of difficulty. Though the rook's power isn't too
advantageous, the knight's can be a bit unfair, although the unit doesn't seem to use it that much, and the bishop's is frustrating
to no end. It is, in fact, best to go after the bishop first, since any units that are taken down before the bishop can be quickly
revived. The bishop's power also has no advantage for the player, since player-revived units aren't allied with the player, but
instead go back to their normal jobs. There is therefore no benefit in reviving enemies.
-There aren't any achievements. I do realize that this is a bit nitpicking-y, but I feel like for any FPS game there should be at
least 1 of either multiplayer, a story mode, or achievements to make it worth playing. To be fair, this game does have a
leaderboard, which I'll get to now.
-The leaderboard seems broken. When I beat one of the levels, I was told that my time (5 minutes) wasn't my best. apparently, I
was already on the leaderboard (with my name being "unknown") with a time of 2 minutes. I was very much confused at this,
since I was never asked for a name (I assumed that the game would get it from my Steam name), and because it was the first
time that I had sucessfully completed any level. Also, there were still slots in the leaderboard, so it wasn't that I just didn't fit.

All in all, I'd say that for right now it isn't worth getting.. Best online Monopoly game ever.. I'm still not completely finished
with Himawari yet, at this point I have completed the 1st and 2nd episodes, Aqua's Route and Asuka's Route. There's still a good
portion of content I haven't seen in Himawari yet, I'm assuming that's the bad ends and the side story. After experiencing these
routes I can say I have a new appreciation for this game as its plot is very interesting and much more than just simple humor. I
loved realizing how all of the characters were 'related' to each other upon finishing all the routes. I'm not sure which route was
supposed to be the true route or whether or not there was one at all I personally think it would be Asuka's route because it shows
what happens five years later when there's been greater progress as far as space travel goes, Youichi has a position in the Saionji
Group and has a daughter named Himawari. (Really curious what Cosmos was talking about at the end there, wonder if there's
any continuation to that.) Where as the ending to episode 1 simply leaves off with Airies returning to space with Aqua and
Akira after apologizing for causing the accident with her code (which we of course find out in Aqua's route that it wasn't her)
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and Aqua's route leaves off with Youichi and Aqua traveling to various different countries. Asuka's route gave greater insight to
Asuka herself as well as what would come in the future and seemed more like a true route, however, unfortunately Youichi
doesn't remember Aoi fully in that route nor is it ever uncovered (to Aqua, Airies, and Youichi) that the accident was actually
purposefully caused by Souichirou to get rid of the Lunar Virus. Nor is it revealed that Youichi is the only one who still has the
Lunar Virus (I believe he got it from Aoi through there kiss because it can be transfered by mucus? I guess that means that now
Asuka also has it, if she is still alive that is.) I hope that Youichi is able to learn all these secret in the Asuka route regarding the
experiments on the Sunflower, Daigo, Aoi, and the crash as we know them. All in all, I've enjoyed Himawari thus far and say it
was well worth the read and money spent.. after 2 hours of just pure fun it lives up the legend as adicted gameplay and a bit of
hedic sometimes but
good everything

con for those who dont have ocoules

. I've been playing this game for a bit and I feel like its getting a bad rap from other reviews about vehicle handling and driving
everywhere. All I have to say it A. its still early release and B. Its an entire planet to explore. You're going to have to drive long
distances to get your resources. Its a beautiful game and diverse biomes to explore. The research tier is worth the wait to keep
you playing and building. If you want to relax and play in your own world then you can do that. if you want to work with others
and join a faction, you can do that too. Having a drone follow you, specifically a cargo drone, is a game changer. Finding
upgrades to your vehicle scattered around the planet. Oh, the planet is HUGE. I highly recommend this game to anyone who has
played factorio, subnautica, astroneer, etc. Lots of fun to be had and I for one am excited about where this game is headed.
Hopefully add some AI in the future to interact with.. A very polished wave shoooter that is just fun to play. A great
introduction to VR for those who haven't spent much time in VR getting their VR legs.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=pDs-fwMQLS0. complete utter♥♥♥♥♥. I love this type of games, but unfortunately this
games controls and physics is to bad and unrealistic.. a good conclusion from which all begins from a fuc*ing snail. The
locations ( church, hospital, jail....) and all the scripted stuff that will happen there is really well done. But traveling between
those locations: thats where the pain starts. Hanwell is just a dull town. it feels incomplete. You cant enter any other building
than just the main locations. The fog is poorly made. enemies dont really feel that much threatening. Im enjoying this game just
because Im sucker for open world walking simulators. But if you dont like that kind of games, then there is nothing for you.
Rather go for Counsel of Hanwell, which is just focused on the main locations without the traveling between.
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The series that needs to be played for all JRPG fans. Enjoyed every stories the game give. With the direct control system, insane
level of detail and physics modeling, exciting and interesting missions, modding support, and incredibly fun gameplay, the game
is hardly stale and makes it very easy to recommend it even today after so many years. This game is definitely my most favorite
WWII RTS game! http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1227313253
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1226180048. Wonderful game! I quite enjoyed this a lot- it pulled with
my heart in a lot of ways and was overall very enjoyable and genuine. As someone new to the VN thing, I was kinda glad that
the 18+ stuff was optional, as I had no interest in that- and the game does not resort to fan-service either. Lovely story!.
Abandoned for years.
Achievements don't work.
The game doesn't work.. what to say - ubisoft game = poop
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